
China Chair™

The China Chair™ was designed by hans J. Wegner, in 1944 and  
it stands out as the only solid wood chair in the Fritz hansen collection.  
Wegner found inspiration for this timeless classic in Chinese chairs from 
the 17th and 18th Centuries. The China Chair epitomizes his lifelong quest 
to understand the nature of wood and explore its possibilities. in Wegner’s 
modern interpretation of ancient Chinese chairs, he unfolds his talent 
as a wood craftsman along with his flair for expressive and sculptural 
functionalism. 



hans J. Wegner 1914-2007
hans J. Wegner – cabinet-maker and furniture designer and one of the 
principals of ’Danish Modern’. he is one of the Danish designers who  
has achieved world fame. 

Wegner is a meticulous and admired craftsman and his furniture is a combi-
nation of good, solid details rooted in the tradition of the craftsmanship he 
highly regards. 

Fritz hansen has manufactured the China Chair since 1944 and in 2008 
the China Chair was introduced in a new black variety.

Design 
hans J. Wegner, 1944.

DesCriPTiOn 
Chair designed by hans J. Wegner, manufactured by Fritz hansen.

The China Chair™ is made of solid wood in matt lacquered cherry or  
black coloured ash. 

it has a reversible leather cushion with buttons.

DiMensiOns 
seat height: 45 cm
armrest height: 68 cm
Total height: 82 cm
Width: 55 cm
Depth: 55 cm

UPhOLsTerY
The cushion comes in Classic, rustic, natural, White, Optical white, 
elegance and sense leather.

WarranTY  
standard goods have warranty for five years against manufacturing defects 
(i.e. materials and design). The warranty does not cover leather and other 
fabrics ordered as customers own or special material as well as products 
manufactured according to customer specifications. normal wear and tear 
and damage of covers are not covered by the warranty. The warranty for 
wicker and lamps is 2 years.

exTenDeD LiMiTeD WarranTY
Fritz hansen offers an extended limited warranty if you register your China 
Chair™ online at fritzhansen.com/MY-rePUbLiC. 
registration with the product iD number must be made within three (3) 
months from the date of purchase, otherwise the extended limited warranty 
will not apply.

Years of warranty: 20 years.



CHINA CHAIR™
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FRitzhansen.com

Fritz hansen a/s ® - This documentation and the products and desig- 
nations therein are protected by law, including the Danish Copyright act, 
Trademark act and Marketing Practices act, and may not be used without 
prior written authority from Fritz hansen a/s. Legal proceedings may be 
instituted against any parties breaching the rights of Fritz hansen a/s. 

heaDQUarTers
DenMarK - allerød 

shOWrOOMs 
DenMarK - Copenhagen
iTaLY - Milan
JaPan - Tokyo
nOrWaY - Oslo
sWeDen - stockholm
UniTeD KingDOM - London
U.s.a. - new York 


